APSF 2023 Pierce Memorial Lecture Relates Anesthesia Monitoring and Technology to Improved Clinical Behaviors and Outcomes

by John H. Eichhorn, MD

APSF’s annual Pierce Memorial lecture this year, titled “Integrating Behavior and Technology for Anesthesia Patient Safety,” was delivered October 14, 2023, during the ASA Annual Meeting in San Francisco.

Ellison C. “Jeep” Pierce, Jr., MD, the inspirational founding President of the APSF (Figure 1), first considered anesthesia patient safety as a junior attending when he was assigned to give a lecture on “anesthesia accidents.” The topic later became a consuming passion, fueled in part by the tragic death of a friend’s daughter from an unrecognized accidental esophageal intubation during an anesthetic for dental surgery. As Chief of Anesthesia at New England Deaconess/Harvard, he collected accident case reports from all over the country and often lamented the significant number of deaths from esophageal intubations.

A 1982 television exposé/documentary, “The Deep Sleep: 6000 Will Die or Suffer Brain Damage,” detailing catastrophic anesthesia accidents, attracted great public attention. This coincided with E.C. Pierce’s impending American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) presidency and gave him the opportunity to initiate attention and projects on patient safety within the ASA. Awareness of anesthetic mishaps in England stimulated E.C. Pierce, MD, along with Jeff Cooper, PhD, and Richard Kitz, MD, both from Mass General/Harvard, to convene in Boston in 1984 the “International Conference on Preventable Anesthesia Mortality and Morbidity,” immediately after which the APSF was conceived—with the intent of involving physicians, CRNAs, as well as relevant corporate and regulatory entities—completely independent of the bureaucratic inhibitions of government and large organizations. Based on my prior experience as a newspaper reporter and editor, E.C. Pierce, MD, asked me to create and edit the APSF Newsletter, which was and is still the largest circulation anesthesia publication in the world. A 2010 special issue recounts the history of the first 25 years of the APSF.

Coincidentally at the same time, the captive company providing malpractice insurance to all Harvard faculty physicians and hospitals came to the nine Harvard hospital Chiefs of Anesthesiology with the concern that anesthesia claims were excessive: anesthesiologists were 3% of the faculty, but generated 12% of the insurance company payout. To investigate and address this problem, the Harvard Risk Management Committee was created. I was named Chair of that committee, because of an episode the previous year in which I directed the investigation and remediation of a catastrophic oxygen pipeline accident at an Army hospital in Alabama. The committee studied in great detail all the Harvard anesthesia malpractice claims from the creation of the insurance company in 1976 through 1984 and realized that most of the catastrophic accidents involved unrecognized issues with patient ventilation. The Harvard Standards for intraoperative monitoring were created—not guidelines or recommendations, but mandatory standards of care, so that the medical-legal implication of ignoring them was perfectly clear. After some convincing, these standards were adopted at Harvard on July 1, 1985. The last catastrophic accident that would have been prevented by safety monitoring of that era in the Harvard system occurred the following month. Importantly, while the behavior of continuous monitoring of ventilation and circulation were required as core principles of this “safety monitoring,” the technologies of capnography and pulse oximetry were only mentioned as possible methods. These technologies did not become mandatory standards until several years later when the profession in general recognized their enormous value in extending the human senses, thus providing much earlier warning of untoward developments (such as an esophageal intubation) and allowing for more timely diagnoses and institution of corrective treatment. Demonstrating the dramatic efficacy of safety monitoring in virtually eliminating intraoperative catastrophic anesthesia accidents was not amenable to the classic statistically significant p value of less than 0.05 seen in randomized prospective controlled trials. However, great success was clear as malpractice insurance premiums for Harvard anesthesiologists decreased by 66% from 1986–1991. Large reductions in premiums could only come from substantial decreases in the number and severity of anesthesia accidents. Further, a retrospective analysis of the catastrophic accidents that provoked the monitoring standards in the first place showed that application of the principles of safety monitoring would have prevented those patient-injury events.

STANDARDS SPREAD

The Harvard monitoring standards inspired the expanded ASA Standards for Basic Intraoperative Monitoring (essentially every anesthesiologist record today, paper or electronic, has a check box for “ASA monitors applied”), which, in turn, led to the creation by an independent group of what became the much-expanded World Federated Societies of Anesthesia International Standards, first adopted in 1992, with multiple updates in the years since. Careful appreciation of all the standards over the years reveals that, as important as the monitoring devices and technologies are, it is the behavior of the anesthesia professionals interpreting and reacting to the generated signals that is the final common pathway for maintaining anesthesia patient safety. Current intraoperative monitoring practices are prescribed by the ASA Standards and, also,
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the 2023 ASA Practice Parameter on monitoring and antagonism of neuromuscular blockade,8 which strongly recommends quantitative rather than qualitative monitoring of ulnar nerve train-of-four count. Brain monitoring is covered by an ASA “Practice Advisory,” but the APSF published revised recommendations9 for (among other things) awareness prevention using processed EEG. Use of video laryngoscopes for all intubations is not yet addressed, but significant published research favors this, and it may become a recommendation or even a de facto standard of care in the future.

Distracted Danger

A dangerous misperception about patient safety may exist among anesthesia professionals because now there are far fewer catastrophic intraoperative patient injuries from lack of monitoring than in the 1970s. This remarkable success, considering that what we do is inherently dangerous, can lead to complacency and a relaxation of vigilance, which is, after all, the ASA motto. Distractions have always existed, but today the issue is computers, tablets, and cell phones in the operating room, and the anesthesia professional being on social media, or surfing the internet, shopping on Amazon or E-Bay, gaming, texting, or even talking on the phone. Debate has occurred and opinions can differ, but it is undeniable that if a patient-injury event occurs when anesthesia personnel are voluntarily distracted, as testified to by others in the operating room at the time, the legal liability could be dramatic. One possibly related idea is whether there could be an eventual role for continuous high-resolution multi-angle audio-video recording of the monitors of all the activity in the operating room. Highly accurate technology exists,11 but the costs and legal implications likely would influence this new integration of cutting-edge technology with human behavior.

ADDITIONAL TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES

Advanced technology applications are integrating with direct bedside intensive care unit (ICU) management at the University of Pennsylvania, where a remote monitoring system, with two-way audiovisual connections, covers more than 450 ICU beds from one central location, is integrated with the electronic health record, and can provide early-warning alerts. A fascinating speculative corollary is whether, one day, such a system might be applicable also to anesthesia care.

“Smart” alarms are a logical step in integrating technology and clinician behavior during anesthetics in the operating room. Safety monitoring is intended to provide the earliest possible warning of abnormal or untoward signals from multiple simultaneous measurements and, thus, maximize time for appropriate response to prevent danger/injury. The original 1988 idea of smart alarms13 was to pull all the monitoring signals and alarms into one display. Much evolution, research, development, and testing has occurred since then, the most dramatic of which has been developed by researchers from the University of Michigan, where the “Alert Watch® OR” system with its multiple iterations provides a reactive decision support system with a graphical human-machine interface that was inspired by the multifunction primary flight display used by pilots in modern aviation. It not only alerts anesthesia professionals to abnormalities, but it can also suggest
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Smarter Alarms May Enhance the Technology-Behavior Interface
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a cause and confirmatory testing (Figure 2). An extensive report concluded that, so far, the system improved process measures, but not postoperative clinical outcomes.

SMARTER ALARMS AND AI

“Smarter” alarms are a bridge toward the application of artificial intelligence to anesthesia care. They enhance the technology-behavior interface by introducing machine learning and predictive analytics. Multiple studies have demonstrated programs that automatically analyze arterial line waveforms and predict hypotension during an anesthetic, 5–15 minutes in advance. Of course, it is the clinician’s response that determines the value of the warning. A step closer to artificial intelligence is a system that preoperatively considers all patient characteristics and parameters to predict hypotension following the induction of general anesthesia. Retrospective analysis showed this system to be 72% accurate, which the researchers considered “modest performance.”

True AI (and maybe the robots of the future directed by it) is not here yet, but it is a popular topic. The potential appears limitless. A system developed at Michigan is being studied which considers all factors for a patient, predicts risks of adverse outcomes, weighs the potential “burden” of each, considers potential actions to mitigate each, and then calculates which action leads to the least overall burden, thus rendering a judgment and recommendation. Predictions for expanding AI to the entirety of perioperative medicine are offered in a remarkable recent topic. The potential appears limitless. A step closer to artificial intelligence is a system that preoperatively considers all patient characteristics and parameters to predict hypotension following the induction of general anesthesia. Retrospective analysis showed this system to be 72% accurate, which the researchers considered “modest performance.”

True AI (and maybe the robots of the future directed by it) is not here yet, but it is a popular topic. The potential appears limitless. A system developed at Michigan is being studied which considers all factors for a patient, predicts risks of adverse outcomes, weighs the potential “burden” of each, considers potential actions to mitigate each, and then calculates which action leads to the least overall burden, thus rendering a judgment and recommendation. Predictions for expanding AI to the entirety of perioperative medicine are offered in a remarkable recent topic. The potential appears limitless. A step closer to artificial intelligence is a system that preoperatively considers all patient characteristics and parameters to predict hypotension following the induction of general anesthesia. Retrospective analysis showed this system to be 72% accurate, which the researchers considered “modest performance.”

So far, technology cannot replace the human behavior it must elicit. The intraoperative pattern is always the same—the earliest possible alert to untoward developments allows maximum time for corrective diagnosis and response. Implementation of AI is essentially an analogy to the adoption of “safety monitoring” strategy in the late 1980s (particularly with its vast extension of human senses by the sensitivity/accuracy of capnography and pulse oximetry)—which led to the virtual elimination of intraoperative anesthesia catastrophes. Practice improvements from AI will not be as obvious or dramatic when compared to the implementation of the original safety monitoring standards, but may become the standard of care. This is excellent, but, as Jeep Pierce, the APSF inspirational founding leader who is honored through this lectureship, reminded us: we must be ever “vigilant” (the ASA motto), because there will always be human error.

John H. Eichhorn, MD, the 2023 APSF Pierce Memorial Lecturer, was the founding editor and publisher of the APSF Newsletter. Living in San Jose, CA, as a retired professor of anesthesiology, he continues to serve on the APSF Editorial Board.
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Perioperative Artificial Intelligence

How can anesthesia professionals use AI to improve perioperative outcomes?

AI has predicted intraoperative hypotension up to 15 minutes in advance with a sensitivity of 88% and specificity of 87%.

AI can monitor intra-abdominal pressure, urine output, and core temperature to accurately predict stage 2 acute kidney injury (AKI).

Multimodal machine learning models using clinician notes have accurately predicted ICD-10 diagnosis codes.

Neural networks have analyzed thousands of facial features to determine the degree of airway difficulty.

In conjunction with echocardiography, deep learning has accurately identified cardiac structures, pacemaker leads, enlarged LA, LVH, LVEDV and EF.

Decision support systems can assimilate patient data to create point-of-care guidance.

Closed loop systems have been created for precise titration of anesthesia and analgesia.

Algorithms using perioperative data can detect early stage heart failure.

AI and infrared camera technology can analyze photos of sponges to quantify blood loss.

Machine learning models can predict binary events like readmission and mortality.

AI stands to improve outcomes when focused on 3 key areas:

- Identifying at-risk patients
- Early detection of complications
- Timely and effective treatment